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Our mobile solutions:

FABO Mobile Crushing Plants

FABO, which sells crushing, screening and washing facilities to 7 continents, produces the most 
powerful crushers and sieves in the market. With its low maintenance costs, innovative designs 
and 17 years of experiece, it offers unique solutions to its customers.

Mobile crushers plants perform superiorly even in the harshest physical conditions and with their 
flexibility offer numerous advantages to business operating in different sectors. It combines all the 
equipment that needs to be found in a crusher facility on a single portable chassis.

Mobile crushers plants are designed to show high efficiency in the mining industry, waste 
recycling, and construction activities such as road construction. They are equiped with different 
crusher types  that can meet all kinds of needs such as vertical shaft, crawler, impact and tertiary.

Pro Series Mobile Crushing Plant
MCK Series Mobile Hard Stone Crushing Plant
Mobile Tertiary Crusher
Mobile Crushing, Screening and Washing Plant
Mobile Primary Crusher
Mobile Secondary Crushing and Screening Plant
Mobile Vertical Shaft Crusher
Mobile Container Type Jaw Crusher
Tracked Crusher Plant
Tracked Screening Plant



MODEL MTK-65

PRODUCTION CAPACITY

MAXIMUM FEEDING 120 mm

CRUSHER TYPE AND SIZE (TERTIARY IMPACT ) 
Ø1200x650mm

TOTAL MOTOR POWER

1300x4000 mm

GENERATOR - OPTIONAL

VIBRATING SCREEN SIZE

180 kW

75-120 Ton/Hour

250 kVA

MTK 
Mobile Tertiary 
Crushing Plant

MTK-65 Mobile Tertiary Crushing Plant
Fabo Tertiary crushers are among our high rotor speed crushers located on the MTK-65 Mobile 
Tertiary Crushing Plant. Its body, which can be opened thanks to 2 hydraulic pistons, provides 
convenience for maintenance and spare part replacement.

Fabo Tertiary Crushers, which is the leader in the production of 0-5 mm products, is the solution 
partner of its users in production with 100% customer satisfaction.
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DIMENSION MTK-65
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B 4500 mm
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Tertiary Impact Crusher
Fabo Tertiary crushers are among our high rotor speed crushers located on the MTK-65 Mobile 
Tertiary Crushing Plant. Its body, which can be opened thanks to 2 hydraulic pistons, provides 
convenience for maintenance and spare part replacement.

Product is discharged to the tertiary crusher with conveyor belts. The products falling into the 
Tertiary Crusher crush the material by hitting the upper bars of the crusher with the rotor arms 
rotating at high speed. This process continues until 0-5 mm of product is obtained. When the 
crushing process is finished, the material is sent to the vibrating screen.

The main factor in product crushing is the rotor and crushing hammers. Fabo engineers did not 
ignore this important factor and carried out important studies for rotor robustness. Fabo enabled 
the rotor to work in both directions only for the reason to minimize the wear on the hammers. Rotor 
rotation speed, opening of crushing hammers can be controlled by the automation system. The 
rotor, which is described as the heart of the Tertiary Crusher, reaches a speed of 750-1100 rpm. 
With its high speed capacity, it shreds the loaded product as soon as possible.

Fabo Tertiary Crushers, which is the leader in the production of 0-5 mm products, is the solution 
partner of its users in production with 100% customer satisfaction.
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Contact:

fabo@hidro-rad.hr +(385) 21 721 041

Shipping method
Fabo MTK-65 Mobile Tertiary Crushing Plant minimizes the time and cash loss of the user with 
its ease of transportation. The MTK-65 Mobile Tertiary Crushing Plant developed by our engi-
neers can be easily moved on a single chassis with a truck. Fabo MTK-65 Mobile Tertiary Crush-
ing Plant , which is moved on axles, is ready for transportation in 10 minutes.

The MTK-65 Mobile Tertiary Crushing Plant , which we have created as a result of 18 years of 
knowledge and work, has been designed in the most ideal way for the user with its crushing and 
screening capacity and easy transportation.

The brake system in the axle system has increased the life and property safety of the user to the 
highest level and has written its name in the sector with gold letters with 0% accident rate.

Fabo MTK-65 Mobile Tertiary Crushing Plant , which comes to the transport position without the 
need for manpower, is the leading crushing and screening plant in the sector with the highest 
transportation speed.


